In this paper a proof of the Jordan curve theorem will be presented. Some familiarity with the basic notions of nonstandard analysis is assumed. The rest of the paper is selfcontained except for some standard theorems about polygons.
Preliminaries. The basic concepts of nonstandard analysis and some acquaintance with polygons are assumed. Some basic definitions and theorems of point set topology are also assumed.
Throughout this paper the following notations and conventions will be used:
(1) All discussion, unless otherwise stated, is assumed to be about a nonstandard model of the Euclidean plane.
'Otherwise stated" will often mean that the notion or concept will be prefaced by the word "standard".
(2) A standard concept and its extension will be denoted by the same symbol. If it is necessary to distinguish between them, reference to the model in which they are to be interpreted will be made.
(3) If A and B are sets of points and x is a point, then \x, A\ will denote the distance from x to A and \B, A\ = mί xeB \x, A\. (Thus if A Π B Φ 0 then \A, B\ = 0.) \x,y\ will denote the distance from the point x to the point y.
(4) / will denote a fixed continuous function on [0, 1] into the Euclidean plane with the property that x < y and f(x) -fyy) if and only if x -0 and y = 1. C will denote the range of /.
( 5 ) x ~ y will mean that the distance from x to y is infinitesimal. If x is near-standard then °χ will denote the standard y such that x ~ y.
(6) \i x and y are points then xy will denote the ordered, closed line segment that begins at x and ends at y.
(7) If x and y are points then intv (x, y) is the set of all points z of xy such that z Φ x and z Φ y.
2* The approximation of C* In this section the Jordan curve C will be approximated by a polygon P. Not all approximations of C by polygons are suitable for our purposes. A particular sort of approximation, called a good approximation, will be constructed. A good approximation not only approximates the point set C, but also has associated with it a function h, h: P-+ [0,l] , that approximates f~ι in the following sense: the point set C has the property that if x, yeC then x ~ y if and only if f~\x) = f~ι{y) or h and P will have the property that if x,yeP then x = y if and only if h{x) ~ h{y) or \h{x) -h(y)\ = 1. DEFINITION 2.1. A good approximation for C is a simple closed polygon P and a function h: P-> [0, 1] which assumes only (nonstandardly) finitely many values such that,
(1) if x e C then there is a y e P such that x ~ y, ( 2) if x 6 P then there is a 7/ e C such that x ~ y, 
Proof of (A6). Assume that k p k p+1 Π kik i+1 Φ 0. Then k p k iy kik p+11 k p+ι k i+ί , k i+1 k p form the sides of a quadralateral. Without loss of generality assume that the angle at k p ^ π/2 radians. Then in the triangle with vertices at k iy k p , and k i+1 , the angle at k p ^ π/2 radians. This makes kik i+1 the longest side. Therefore \k p , h\ ^ \k i9 k i+1 \ ^ β. This contradicts (A4).
Proof of (A7). Similar to (A6). If % < I, xe kik i+1 , and
and h almost form a good approximation for C. Unfortunately P ι is not a closed polygon and may intersect itself in the monad of fc 0 . To form a simple closed polygon from P λ we let kj be such that h{k 3 ) is not in the monad of 0 or 1. Let P 2 = U ftifcί+i and P 3 -U fcifci+i By (A5), (A6), and (A7) P 2 and P 3 are simple polygonal paths. P 2 and P 3 can be ordered in such a way that P 2 starts at yf c 0 and ends at kj and P 3 starts at k d and ends at k x . Let E -kJc Q Γϊ P 3 Since kιk Q and P 3 are closed sets and k x eP z C\ kιk 01 let e be the smallest member of E in the ordering induced by P 3 . Then
is also a simple polygonal path. For x e ek 0 define h(x) = 1. P 4 can be ordered in such a way that P 4 starts at k i and ends at k Q . Since & 0 e P 2 Π P 4 , let ^ be the greatest member in the ordering of P 2 of P 2 ΠP 4 . Then P = {xe P 2 \e 1^ x ^ kj}U{xe P 4 \kj ^ x ^ e,} is a simple closed polygon. Let h γ (e^ = 0 and for I GP-{βj let h^x) = /φ). Then P and Λ x will form a good approximation for C by (A2) and (A3) and this construction.
Notation. Throughout the rest of this paper, we let the polygon P and the function h be a fixed good approximation for C.
3* The inside and outside of C.
The following theorem and other easily established facts about polygons will be used without proof in this paper. A proof of the following theorem can be found in [1] . THEOREM 
(The Jordan curve theorem for polygons.) A simple closed polygon Q divides the Euclidean plane into three nonempty disjoint sets, the polygon itself and two open components. One of the components is bounded and is called the inside of Q, and the other component is unbounded and called the outside of Q.
DEFINITION 3.1. The inside of C is the set of all standard points x such that x is inside P and \P, x\ is not infinitesimal. DEFINITION 3.2. The outside of C is the set of all standard points x such that x is outside P and \P,x\ is not infinitesimal. THEOREM 
Each standard point is either in the inside of C, in the outside of C, or is on C.
Proof. Suppose that x is a standard point and x is not in the inside of C and x is not in the outside of C. Then either x is inside P and \P, x\ = 0, or x is outside P and \P, x\ = 0, or x is on P. In any case, |P, x\ ~ 0. Since P is a good approximation for C, \C,x\ = 0. Thus there is a point y on C such that x ~ y. Let t = f~\y). Let °t be the standard real number in [0, 1] that is nearstandard to t. Since / is a standard continuous function, f(°t) is standard, and /(°ί) is on C, and x~f(°t).
Since there is only one standard point in each monad, x = f(°t). Thus xeC. Since P is a good approximation for C, \x Q , P\ < r + 1. This implies that the inside of C is bounded. The outside of C is unbounded since there are standard points outside of P that are greater than any given standard distance. Proof. Suppose not. Since xe P x and a <^ x <£ 6, &(α) <; φ) g () By hypothesis, x is not infinitesimally close to a and sc is not infinitely close to δ. Therefore h(x) is not infinitesimally close to h(a) Proof. Let L be the set of line segments that have endpoints on P and are contained in (inside P) U P. Since the function h takes on only "finitely" many values, there is a fixed segment, αδ, in L such that D(h(ά), h(b) ) is a maximum.
is not infinitesimal. Without loss of generality, assume that a <b. Let c be the midpoint of ab, P x = {x\a â ? ^ 6}, and P 2 -(P -P,) (j {α, 6}. Since c is not infinitesimally close to a or δ, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that c is not infinitesimally close to both P x and P 2 . Without loss of generality, suppose that c is not infinitesimally close to P lβ Let r = |c, PJ and A = αδ Π Pi Since A is a closed set, let α x and b λ be those members of A such that in the ordering of ab, for each x, ye A if x < c and i/ > c then x ^a x <c <b,^y.
(See Figure 3. 1.) Then α 1 δ 1 U {x e P 1 1 α A ^ x ^ 61} can easily be shown to be a simple closed polygon, ζ>, with the property that the inside of Q is inside P. Further, P 2 Π (inside Q) = 0. If d is inside Q and is the endpoint of the segment of length r/3, drawn perpendicular through c to the side a ι b ι of Q, then it follows In the ordering " <" of P let c = sup B. By continuity, ac e L.
Since c ^> b, A(c) ^> /?,(&). Since h(a) is not in the monad of 0, and D(h(a), h(c)) is infinitesimal, and h(c) ^ h(b), and Λ(δ) -h(a) is a maximum it follows that h(c) = /&(&). If e € P and e > c then aegL. For if e e P and e > c and ae e L, then either h(e) = λ(c), contradicting the definition of c, or h(e) > hie), contradicting the maximality of D(h(a), h(b))
together with h(a) not being in the monad of 0. Similarly a point de P can be found such that for all e < d, eagL and dae L. (See Then A is a connected set that is inside P and is such that ae A, be A, and \A, P\ is not infinitesimal. Let B = {x I there is an le L such that xe I and \x, P\ > r/4}. Let E be the largest connected subset of B that contains α 1# Let T = {t I there is a z e E such that t is an X-coordinate of z} . Proof. Let a and b be points in the outside of C. It only needs to be shown that there is a connected set in the outside of C that contains a and b. By Lemma 4.4, let I be a line through P such that a and b are in the same closed half-plane, H, that is determined by I. Then a square S can be found with the following four properties:
(1) one side of S is on I, (2) I Π P is contained on a side of S, ( 3) a and b are inside S and \a, S\ and |δ, S| are not infinitesimal, (4) SczH. Let T = (inside of S) Π (outside of P). Then it is easy to show that T is an open set that has a simple closed polygon, Q, as a boundary. In other words, inside of Q = Γ, α and 6 are in the inside of Q, |α, Q\ and |δ, Q| are not infinitesimal. Now, °Q = {°x\xeQ} can easily be seen to be a Jordan curve in the standard model (composed partly of the square °S = {°x\xeS} and partly of C) with α and b in the inside of °Q. Thus by Theorem 4.1, in the standard model there is a polygonal path, A, which is inside °Q and such that a, be A. But since the inside of °Qczthe outside of C, it follows that a and 6 belong to a connected set that is in the outside of C.
